
Name of Business:

QiT No:

The Old Barn Restaurant Cafe at Wroxham Barns

Address: Tunstead Road

Website Address: www.wroxham-barns.co.uk

Tel No: 01603 783762

 565131

Designator: Restaurant

Taste 

Assessment 

Form

Result Highest Quality Assured

Name of Person Seen: Telephone conversation with Mr Russell's secretary

20 Oct 2015

Assessor Name:

Assessment date:

Julian Wooldridge



94%

All marks awarded are out of a 

maximum of five.

1 = Acceptable quality.

2 = Quite Good quality.

3 = Good quality.

4 = Very Good quality.

5 = Excellent quality.

The total score achieved is divided by

the maximum score achievable for the

sections that are scored one to five 

which gives your overall percentage.

Assessment

Dining Experience Score

1 First impressions: Exterior decoration, signage, 

lighting and menu displays

4 - Very Good

2 Quality & maintenance of interior areas 4 - Very Good

3 General cleanliness: Bar, restaurant & WC's 5 - Excellent

4 Presentation: Table appointment 4 - Very Good

5 Ambience 5 - Excellent

6 Hospitality: Bar Not Applicable

7 Hospitality: Food service 5 - Excellent

8 Hospitality: Restaurant drinks service 5 - Excellent

9 Hospitality: Arrival & departure 5 - Excellent

10 Service: Bar Not Applicable

11 Service: Food 4 - Very Good

12 Service: Restaurant drinks service 4 - Very Good

13 Service: Arrival & departure 5 - Excellent

Food Score

1 Menu: Choice & balance 5 - Excellent

2 Menu: Food served matching menu description 5 - Excellent

3 Food: Presentation of dish 1 5 - Excellent

4 Food: Quality of dish 1 5 - Excellent

5 Food: Presentation of dish 2 5 - Excellent

6 Food: Quality of dish 2 5 - Excellent

7 Food: Presentation of dish 3 Not Applicable

8 Food: Quality of dish 3 Not Applicable

 80TOTAL SCORE
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Local Produce

Are local ingredients identified? Response

1 Meat Yes

2 Dairy Yes

3 Fish Yes

4 Fruit & vegetables Yes

5 Beverages Yes

6 Other Not Applicable

Are local suppliers identified? Response

1 Retailers Yes

2 Farms Yes

3 Specialist suppliers Yes

4 Breweries Yes

5 Vineyards Not Applicable

6 Other Not Applicable

Staff knowledge of local 

produce/suppliers?

Response

1 Staff knowledge of local produce/suppliers? Good

Local Produce - Additional Comments

Local food items and all produce is very much promoted within The Old Barn Restaurant Cafe and 

throughout the Wroxham Barns complex.

Very good to see that local producers are clearly mentioned thus helping encourage sustainable 

tourism with visitors able to locate and purchase items directly from the suppliers or their agents.

A number of home made products noted with the cakes within the display cabinets catching the eye 

of a very large number of the guests upon entering the restaurant.
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Assessment Report

First Impressions Exterior

The complex benefits from very good signage from Wroxham and the surrounding areas and also at 

the entrance to the complex.

Clearly visible car parking provision noted  and overspill area also provided with markings clearly 

visible and accessible parking clearly signed.

One area that does catch the eye is the very visible refuse bins. Whilst essential , some screening of 

these could be considered.

Very good signage whilst in the complex.

Quality, Maintenance, Cleanliness & Ambience of Interior Areas

Buildings present very well and clearly signed.

Internal decoration to the restaurant presents extremely well with the timbers and brickwork showing 

the character of the building whilst the blinds to the windows add further to enhance the feel of the 

areas. Flooring presenting very well indeed.

Tables and seating very well maintained and appropriate to the style of the restaurant whilst cutlery 

and condiments are well presented upon the table.

The display cabinet is clearly visible upon entering the restaurant and clearly catches the eye of all 

guests.

Excellent cleanliness noted to this area.

Toilet facilities are well provided and well placed for the dining location.

Facilities provided are well maintained but are now starting to appear slightly dated against other 

locations and some enhancement to the areas could be considered.

Hospitality

Immediate acknowledgement received upon arrival from Scott with guests being guided to the table, 

menus provided and advised that the waitress would be across shortly.

Most pleasant manner experienced from Steph with drinks order taken in a very friendly manner. 

Food order also taken. 

A very friendly manner experienced through the meal and also noted with all team members to other 

guests.

Extremely friendly manner experienced at the time of departure with account provided and check 

made for guest satisfaction.

Service

Menus provided upon arrival. Very good up selling skills experienced with hot chocolate being 

chosen with offer of cream and marshmallows being also mentioned and option chosen. Chalk board 

had also been advised to the guest.

Prompt service of drinks experienced.

Starter brought through promptly and efficient clearance also received.

Minimal time between completion of first course and delivery of main course with check made for 

any further requirements, sauces and drinks.

Main course plates cleared efficiently whilst a trained plate clearance practice would be more visually 

pleasing rather than stacking plates one on top of another.

Offer of desserts made whilst declined.

Very efficient table clearance noted of all other tables with all items removed, tables cleaned and 

ready for the next guests.

Very well handled departure.
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Food Quality

The chicken and vegetable soup was chosen to commence.

A very good flavour and of a very good consistency with wholesome vegetables and ample provision 

of chicken also noted. Well seasoned.

The smoked Haddock chowder was chosen as the main course. A delightful dish and of a very good 

portion size with ample fish noted. All individual contents of the dish noticeable without overpowering 

the other items. Potatoes well cooked and the warmed bread an ideal accompaniment with a pot of 

butter also provided.

Partner chose the Quiche and whilst from a personal taste would have preferred more cheese found 

the items most pleasant whilst the provision of the number of potatoes in excess of 14 somewhat 

excessive and slightly off putting.

Piping hot food served upon pre heated dishes.

Too full to take desserts!!.

Website Feedback

A very professional web site and being very well used to promote the various events that are 

happening at the complex.

An easy to navigate web site with all facilities clearly mentioned and very good use of photographs 

noted whilst text portrays the facilities very well and accurately.

Menus are clearly provided and again supplied are clearly mentioned by name.

Contact telephone number noted whilst most encouraging to see the very open desire to have guest 

feedback.

Very good use of social media also noted in its various forms.

Overall Summary

An extremely pleasant dining experience and fitting in very well with the style of the complex and 

operation.

A broad range of food options available from the very light bite to the more substantial meal whilst a 

delightful range of cakes is noted with the afternoon tea being a very popular feature.

A very pleasant dining location with views over the courtyard area.

Very encouraging to see the promotion of suppliers and other businesses.

A very friendly and efficient team experienced.

Opportunities exist for the wash room areas whilst are now looking slightly tired against what else is 

provided whilst the screening of the refuse bins( visible upon arrival) would also enhance.
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Information for Proprietors/Managers

Under Section 15 of the Tourist Act 1975 you have the right to appeal the rating achieved by your property within fourteen days of receipt of 

notice of the rating, in accordance with Section 2 of the Act.

Disclaimer
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